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RISING CREDIT GROWTH POINTS TO FALLING
DEFLATION RISK IN THE EURO AREA

As we approach the midpoint of the year,
the euro-area recovery remains firmly on
track. That’s certainly the message from
key survey data like the composite
Purchasing Managers’ Index, which rose to
54.1 in June from 53.6 in May. That’s the
best reading since May 2011 and is
consistent with economic growth of about
0.4% a quarter (similar to the first-quarter
reading).

Consumer confidence has fared less well,
falling in May and in June. However, the
decline has been modest and the latest
reading is still well above the long-term
average for this series. This is a resilient
performance—particularly given the
deteriorating situation in Greece and
resultant stream of negative headlines.

Improved Money and Credit Dynamics
The recovery has, of course, benefited from
several important tailwinds, notably the
lower oil price which has given a significant,
if temporary, boost to real-income and
consumer spending growth. Underlying all
this, though, has been a slow but steady
improvement in money and credit dynamics.
It’s vital that this continues if the recovery is
to be sustained once temporary tailwinds
start to fade.

Until recently, the improvement in money
and credit dynamics in the euro area was
most visible in rapid money-supply
growth—narrow money, M1, is currently
growing at an annual rate of 11.3%—and
declining bank-lending rates in the
periphery. Now, it’s beginning to show up
in bank lending, currently growing at its
fastest pace since the beginning of the
credit crunch in 2011 (Display 1). To put
this in perspective, net new lending to
euro-area households and firms rose to
€61.2 billion in the first five months of this
year compared with a contraction of €20.8
billion in the same period last year.

A closer look at the data shows that the
improvement in bank lending is being
driven by loans to households—up €46.2
billion in the first five months of the year
compared with a €15.0 billion increase in
loans to nonfinancial companies (NFCs).

Stronger than It Looks
At first glance, the relative weakness of
NFC lending might seem disappointing.
However, there are two important caveats.
First, it’s not unusual for household lending
to lead NFC lending during the recovery
phase of the business cycle. Second, the
bank-lending data understate the overall

The recovery in the euro area continues to gain traction, but can the
improvement be sustained once the tailwind from lower oil prices
starts to fade? In our view, a rebound in household and company
borrowing is a strong indication that monetary policy is starting to
feed through to the real economy and deflation risks are starting to
recede.
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Stronger than It Looks

New Credit Extended to Euro-Area NFCs
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Display 1
Credit Crunch Finally Over

Net New Bank Loans to Euro-Area
Households and Firms
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strength of credit provision to nonfinancial
companies.

That’s because issuance of debt securities
(corporate bonds) by euro-area NFCs has
been very strong in recent months. In the
first four months of the year (May data are
not yet available), net corporate-bond
issuance in the euro area rose to €38.2
billion. As a result, overall borrowing by
NFCs—bank lending plus net bond
issuance—grew at its fastest pace since
2011 (Display 2, previous page).

This also means that total credit supplied
to households and firms is growing more
quickly than bank lending alone indicates.
Including debt securities, overall borrowing
by euro-area households and firms rose by
€87.8 billion in the first four months of the
year. This compares with a contraction of
€0.6 billion a year ago and has lifted the

annual growth rate to 1.3% from a low of
–0.5% in March 2014. The strength of the
recent upturn is even more apparent in the
three-month annualized growth rate. This
is now running at 2.9%, the highest since
February 2011 (Display 3).

Diminishing Deflation Risks
These growth rates are, of course, well
below pre-crisis levels (average credit
growth between 2004 and 2007 was
8.1% in the euro area). Nonetheless, the
recent recovery does suggest that easy
money and measures to support bank
lending are starting to bear fruit, which
augurs well for the sustainability of the
recovery. And, to the extent that past
deflationary episodes have often been
associated with weak money and credit
dynamics, it also suggests that deflation
risks in the euro area are starting to
recede. n
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Sustaining the Recovery

Growth in Credit Extended to Euro-Area
Households and Firms
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